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Android phones have become a new trend in the market. Leveraging on their style, innovation and
technologically advanced designs, Android gadgets have been instrumental in covering a large
market all over the world. With the advent of Android phones, a new era of Smartphones has
evolved. At present, expect few, almost all Smartphone makers have incorporated Android OS in
their respective mobile devices considering the sophistication of these operating systems. The
Latest Android Mobile Phone comes with big capacitive touchscreen, enhanced processor, high
resolution camera and other latest applications.

Almost all reputed names such as Samsung, Sony, LG, HTC and Micromax are using Android
operating systems in their mobile phones. These companies are incessantly working on the up-
gradation of design, look, performance and features of their upcoming Android smartphones. With
the development of Android Phones, the user can perform various multiple tasks at the same time.
Some of the best Android phones that are available in the market includes HTC One X, Sony Xperia
S, Samsung Galaxy Note and LG Optimum Black, to name a few. Most of these Android based
smartphones comes with multi-touch and QWERTY keypad, which enables typing at fast pace and
ensure smooth command processing. You can also avail these highly advanced smartphones in
different candy bar and slider design according to your choices and preferences. Besides, these
phones come with social networking integration, voice activated commands and excellent battery
backups. These gadgets are also featured with huge internal memory capacity, GPS navigation and
advanced connectivity options of USB, Bluetooth, GPRS, EDGE and Wi-Fi. You can also enjoy the
functions of office document & organizer with these phones. It is worth mentioning that Android
powered smartphones have already done stupendous business in the market. To cope with the
present 3G technology generation, Android Smartphone makers have started installing varied
interesting more and more innovative features, games and applications. Majority of the Android
handsets are provided with high-end 3G connectivity, which helps the users in having video calling
sessions and capturing high resolution pictures & sending them quickly to their friends & relatives.
Furthermore, with these handsets, the user can play online games and send instant messages,

Taking into consideration the increasing demand of the Android based smartphones, mobile
manufacturing companies have put best possible efforts in designing more improved versions that
can now be availed at both mid-budget and flagship models. The prices of these Android phones
differ from model to model depending on their features and specifications as well as to meet the
diverse budgets of the consumers. Another great USP of these OS integrated cell phones is the
presence of dual-core processor in them. According to Latest Mobile Phones Reviews, all Android
mobile devices are extremely fast and loaded with exceptional graphics that are well-supported with
the latest dual-core processors available. The availability of different Android phones has provided
lots of options for varied category of customers. There is no doubt that Android based Smartphones
are currently ruling the Smartphone market and are also expected to capture more attention of the
consumers in the upcoming days.
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